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Abstract

Research into human perception of consonants has identified

phoneme-specific perceptual cues. It has also been shown that

the characteristics of the speech signal most useful for recogni-

tion depend on the specific speech sound. Typical ASR features

and recognisers however neither vary with the type of sound nor

relate directly to perceptual cues.

We investigate classification and decoding of non-sonorant

consonants using basic perceptually-motivated features –

phoneme durations and energy in a few broad spectral bands.

Our classification results using simple classifiers suggest that

features optimal for human perception also perform best for ma-

chine classification. We show how characteristics of the models

learned relate to knowledge of human speech perception.

Recognition results using a continuous-state HMM

(CSHMM) show accuracy similar to a discrete-state HMM

with similar assumptions. We conclude by outlining how

the CSHMM provides a mechanism to make use of other

perceptually-important features by integration with similar

models for recognition of voiced sounds.

Index Terms: Perceptual Features, CSHMM, Speech Analysis,

Consonant Classification

1. Introduction

It has been shown that humans use a relatively small number of

basic features of the auditory signal as perceptual cues to per-

ceive and distinguish consonantal sounds (see e.g. [1]). These

include rapid changes in spectra or amplitudes, presence or ab-

sence of voicing or aspiration, and global spectral properties

such as broadband energy at specific frequencies. A key dis-

tinguishing characteristic of non-sonorant speech sounds, plo-

sives, fricatives and affricates in particular, is the amplitude and

duration of broadband noise in particular frequency bands.

Li et al. used perceptual experiments to identify cues for hu-

man recognition of plosives [2] and fricatives [3], in consonant-

vowel (CV) pairs such as ‘ta’. These cues are predominantly

expressed as bursts of energy of phoneme-specific duration, fre-

quency and amplitude. Similar cues were identified by Stevens

et al. (e.g. [4, 5]), who also reported additional critical cues

such as formant transitions and duration or absence of voicing.

Other cues to consonant perception have also been described,

such as duration of preceding vowel [6], gap to succeeding

vowel [2, 3], formant transitions into or from the consonant [7],

and correlations between features of succeeding phonemes [8].

These results raise the question: if a basic set of features –

phoneme duration and mean log energy in a small set of spec-

tral bands – largely enable human discrimination among non-

sonorant consonants, could such perceptually-motivated fea-

tures serve well for machine recognition of these consonants?

We explore this question through classification and recog-

nition experiments on TIMIT [9], on a limited set of non-

sonorant consonants, limiting ourselves to this basic set of fea-

tures. Through the classification experiments we show that the

features optimal for human perception also perform best for ma-

chine classification. We also discover interesting relations be-

tween parameters of the models learned by the classifiers, and

prior knowledge of human speech perception and production.

Our motivation is to develop parsimonious models of

speech and appropriate modelling algorithms which are faith-

ful to the dynamics of the speech signal and what is known of

the mechanisms of the production of different types of speech

sound. Previous work [10, 11] proposed Continuous-State

HMMs (CSHMMs) with formant features, as the appropriate

modelling framework for the dynamics of voiced sounds, fol-

lowing a simplified Holmes-Mattingly-Shearme (HMS) [12]

model of speech. In the HMS model, continuous, smoothly-

varying parameters such as formants are approximated by alter-

nate dwell (stationary) phases and linear transitions.

In contrast, a sequence of consonants can be described by

a series of dwells, with abrupt transitions between phonemes,

and decoded using a ‘dwell-only’ CSHMM, a simplification

of the ‘dwell-transition’ model [11]. Using the same basic

‘perceptual’ features, we show similar recognition accuracy to

that obtained from an equivalent (single-state, single Gaussian)

discrete-state HMM built using HTK [13]. The work described

in this paper therefore provides a basis for integration with the

dwell-transition model into a fully CSHMM-based speech de-

coder. This framework will enable incorporation of other fea-

tures identified as important for perception, in particular for-

mant transitions between voiced and unvoiced regions, and cor-

relations between features of different phonemes.

2. Features and Classifiers

The CSHMM requires a single model for each phoneme, and

assumes mutually independent features. We are therefore in-

terested in features containing information solely for the con-

sonant in question. For this reason and because transitions be-

tween unvoiced consonants are abrupt (e.g. [1]), we use Fourier

transforms with short windows. The resulting lower frequency

resolution is not a concern since we further reduce resolution by

summing several contiguous Fourier bins into each band. Our

best results were obtained with no windowing function.

For classification, we usem+1 dimensional feature vectors

consisting ofm band energies plus duration. Consider example

ϕ(i) from nϕ examples of phoneme ϕ (as labelled by TIMIT).

We window the audio segment for ϕ(i) intoNi frames and take

the square magnitude of the Fourier transform, giving Ni vec-

tors xj of real-valued spectral energy bins, 0 ≤ j ≤ Ni−1.



Band energies ŷj are obtained by dividing xj into bands ac-

cording to frequency boundaries given by a vector b, taking the

log of the sum of the bin energies in each band, and averaging

across the Ni frames. Thus the feature vector for ϕ(i) is

y
(i)
ϕ =

1

Ni

Ni−1
X

j=0

ŷj , whose elements ŷjk = log

bk+1−1
X

l=bk

xjl, (1)

for 0 ≤ k ≤ m−1. (xjl and bk indicate elements of xj and b.)

Finally, log duration of ϕ(i), d
(i)
ϕ =logNi, is appended to y(i)

ϕ .

Assuming the logs of the band energies and phoneme dura-

tions are approximately Normally distributed, we build a Gaus-

sian model Φ ∼ N (θϕ,Σϕ) of the log band energy and dura-

tion for phoneme ϕ, estimating the mean and co-variance matrix

from feature vectors y(i)
ϕ from nϕ training examples,

θϕ =
1

nϕ

nϕ−1
X

i=0

y
(i)
ϕ , Σϕ =

1

nϕ

nϕ−1
X

i=1

(y(i)
ϕ )2 − θ

2
ϕ. (2)

Test example t is classified to the model for class ψ that min-

imises the negative log probability of its feature vector yt.

ψ = argmin
ϕ

`

log |Σϕ| + (yt − θϕ)′Σ−1
ϕ (yt − θϕ)

´

. (3)

We built three types of classifiers. Naı̈ve Gaussian treats the

features as independent; Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes gives the class

probability as the product of the posterior probability and class

prior probability
nϕ

nT
, (nT phonemes in the training set), equiv-

alent to using a unigram language model; and the Full Covari-

ance Gaussian classifier drops the assumption of independent

features. Basic linear shrinkage [14, 15] is used to improve the

estimate of Σϕ to account for limited training data for some

classes. This weights the covariance towards the diagonal by a

parameter α ∈ [0, 1], which we optimised empirically,

Σ̂ϕ = (1 − α)Σϕ + α
Tr(Σϕ)

m+ 1
Im+1. (4)

We used several banding schemes, described next. These

descriptions (and subsequent experimentation on TIMIT) as-

sume audio sampled at 16kHz.

2.1. Bands Interpreted from Li et al. [2, 3] (‘LiAllen’)

Li et al. identify perceptual cues to human recognition of stops

and fricatives, in CV pairs with /aa/, e.g. ‘ta’, ‘pa’. They de-

scribe cues in terms of the energy within specific bounds of fre-

quency and time (Table 1). These frequency bands are consis-

tent with results by Stevens et al. [1] on stops [4] and fricatives

[5]. Based on these cues, we create 9-dimensional feature vec-

tors: frequency bands between 0, 300, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000,
3000, 4000 and 8000 Hz, appended with log phoneme duration.

2.2. ‘Greenwood’ Perceptually Motivated Scale [16]

Li et al. identify the frequency cues by high- and low-pass filter-

ing the speech signal at cut-off frequencies given by the ‘Green-

wood function’ [16]. Perception experiments have shown these

frequencies to correspond to equal lengths on the Basilar Mem-

brane. We combine these values to give 13 bands between 0,
250, 363, 509, 697, 939, 1250, 1649, 2164, 2826, 3678, 4775,
6185 and 8000 Hz, and again append log phoneme duration.

The Greenwood function is similar to functional approxi-

mations to theMel [17, 13], Bark [18] and ERB scales [19] (Fig-

ure 1). The Mel scale was popularised by Davis and Mermel-

stein [20], who note that the differences between these scales

CV Pair Main Perceptual Cues Identified

/t aa/ High-frequency burst above 3 kHz (15 ms).

/d aa/ High-frequency burst above 4 kHz.

/k aa/ Mid-frequency burst around 1.6 kHz.

/g aa/ Half-octave burst from 1.4 to 2 kHz.

/p aa/ Wide-band ‘click’ 0.3 − 7.4 kHz,

formant resonance at 1 − 1.4 kHz.

/b aa/ Wide-band ‘click’ 0.3 − 4.5 kHz.

/sh aa/ Frication noise above 2 kHz (200 ms).

/s aa/ Frication noise above 3.2 kHz (140 ms).

/f aa/ Wide-band frication 0.3 − 7.4 kHz (120 ms).

/th aa/ Cues could not be reliably identified.

Table 1: Frequency and duration cues for human perception of

stop and fricative consonants, reported by Li et al. [2, 3].
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Figure 1: Frequency banding schemes alongside approximate

Mel [20], Bark [18] and ERB [19] scales. The x axis indexes

the 13 Greenwood bands; schemes with fewer bands are plotted

at points interpolated over the same range.

are not significant. These scales are approximately logarithmic,

with greater resolution at lower frequencies. Figure 1 shows that

our banding scheme derived from Li et al.’s work (‘LiAllen’)

is roughly a linear approximation to these scales. Frequencies

above 4000 Hz are aggregated into a single band, no distin-

guishing subdivisions being identified in this range (Table 1),

but the frequency range is represented by fewer features, which

may enable more accurate estimation of classifier parameters.

2.3. Bands from 17-Bin Short Window FFT (‘9 Band’)

For the previous banding schemes we obtained best classifica-

tion results with features derived using 5 ms FFT windows with

1 ms offset (see Table 3, Section 4). To further reduce the effect

on the features of windows overlapping the phoneme bound-

aries, and to improve their statistical independence, we created

features using a 2 ms FFT window, no overlap, no padding,

giving 17 bin energies per window. We aggregated these into

9 frequency bands at hand-crafted boundaries (0, 250, 750,
1250, 1750, 2250, 3250, 4250, 6250 and 8000 Hz) designed

to roughly linearly approximate the other scales (Figure 1).

2.4. Uniform Bands

To give some insight into the effect of the number of bands vs

varying the frequency resolution according to perceptual knowl-

edge, we constructed banding schemes which divide the fre-

quency range uniformly. With 500 Hz bands, the feature dimen-

sion is greater than than for the perceptually-motivated features.

Frequency resolution is lower at low frequencies and higher at

high frequencies. 200 Hz bands give much higher dimensional



features and frequency resolution similar to Greenwood at low

frequencies, but greatly increased at higher frequencies.

3. Dwell-Only CSHMM

The dwell-only CSHMM for consonant recovery simplifies the

dwell-transition model [10, 11]. It is equivalent to a segmen-

tal HMM [21] but takes advantage of the inductive calcula-

tion provided by the CSHMM framework. The main differ-

ence from the conventional (discrete-state) HMM (DSHMM) is

the factoring of variability into realisation and observation vari-

ances. Thus instances of the same sound differing in loudness

will be accounted for by realisation variance, once per instance,

whereas in a DSHMM these differences can only be viewed

as element observation variability, the effect of which will be

brought in on every frame.

A hypothesised explanation for a set of observations

y0 . . .yt−1 up to time t consists of Baum-Welch alpha val-

ues for all possible realisations (mean features) of the current

phoneme, plus discrete state components: ϕ, the assumed iden-

tity of the current phoneme, h, the number of features in the

current phoneme, and as many preceding phonemes as needed

for the language model. The alphas take the form of a scaled

Gaussian distribution over the means, whose mean µt, preci-

sion pt, and scale factor kt are updated on every observation.

The parameters of the model are θϕ, the canonical (target)

mean of each phoneme, cϕ, the (matrix) variance of realised

means about the canonical mean for each phoneme, eϕ, the

(matrix) variance of observations about the realised mean, and a

timing model, which in this paper we assume to be Lognormal.

Them-dimensional spectral means θϕ and Σϕ are as esti-

mated by the classifiers, with durations marginalised out. From

(1) and (2), the observation variance is estimated as

eϕ =
1

nϕ

nϕ−1
X

i=0

h 1

Ni

Ni−1
X

j=0

(ŷj)
2 − (y(i)

ϕ )2
i

. (5)

and used to estimate cϕ from Σϕ.

The CSHMM provides an inductive algorithm to extend hy-

potheses from one observation to the next. At t = 0, a hypoth-
esis is initialised for each of theM phonemes in the inventory,

from the inventory means and realisation variances. At time

t−1 a hypothesis may be extended either by continuing in the

current phoneme or stepping to a new one.

Staying in the current phoneme ϕ, we evolve the Gaus-

sian parameters to account for the latest observation yt and the

timing model which gives the probability of staying within the

same phoneme. If we move to a new phoneme ϕ′, we split the

hypothesis toM successors, initialising the parameters from the

inventory, and factoring in a language model probability.

At each observation, every hypothesis hasM successors, so

the number of hypotheses grows rapidly. They may be thresh-

olded on kt, and hypotheses with the same histories merged.

4. Experiments and Results

We use 13 classes for classification and recognition: stops /b/,

/p/, /d/, /t/, /g/, /k/, /dx/ (/d/ ‘flap’); a single closure class /cl/

aggregating the stop closures /dcl/, /bcl/, /gcl/, /pcl/, /tcl/, /kcl/

and glottal stop /q/; unvoiced fricatives /s/, /sh/, /f/, /th/ and the

affricate /ch/. These were chosen as best described by spec-

tral energy features (opposed to formant-like representation).

They are predominantly unvoiced, but include ‘voiced’ stops,

for which degree of voicing can vary considerably (Section 5).

Classifier Features Priors %Corr

Diagonal Gauss. Grn. 5/4/512 no 60.04
Gauss. Naı̈ve Bayes Grn. 5/4/512 yes 62.92
Full Covar. Gauss. Grn. 5/4/512 no 68.09
Full Covar. Gauss. Grn. 5/4/512 yes 70.36
Robust Covars. (α = 0.1) Grn. 5/4/512 yes 71.87

Gauss. Naı̈ve Bayes MFCC 25/15/512 yes 68.53
Gauss. Naı̈ve Bayes ditto +∆+∆∆ yes 67.02
Gauss. Naı̈ve Bayes MFCC 5/4/512 yes 47.58

Table 2: Consonant classification using ‘Greenwood’ features

and MFCCs. ‘Features’ p/q/r indicates FFT parameters: p ms

windows, q ms offset, padded with zeros to r points.

Bands Features Dim. kHz Range %Class.

9 Band 2/0/0 10 0 − 8 70.61
9 Band 2/0/512 10 0 − 8 70.31
9 Band 5/0/512 10 0 − 8 71.03
9 Band 5/4/512 10 0 − 8 72.51
LiAllen 5/4/512 9 0 − 8 71.41
Greenwood 5/4/512 14 0 − 8 71.87

Uniform 500 Hz 5/4/512 17 0 − 8 70.43
Uniform 200 Hz 5/4/512 41 0 − 8 57.93

LiAllen 5/4/512 8 0 − 4 68.64

Table 3: Classification with various banding schemes.

In Table 2 we compare classifiers trained using the ‘Green-

wood’ bands, on all ‘non-SA’ utterances in TIMIT ‘TRAIN’,

using the TIMIT transcriptions including phoneme boundaries.

We report average classification accuracy on all examples of

phonemes in the 13 classes, extracted from TIMIT ‘TEST’, a

closed-class experiment. The top part of the table shows the

classification performance improving from 60.04% to 71.87%,

as the classifier is refined (class priors, full covariance matrices,

robust estimation of covariances). These all used 5 ms rectan-

gular windows with 1 ms offset, padded with zeros.

For comparison, accuracy with ‘standard’ MFCC features

(25 ms windows, 10 ms offset, 26 filterbanks, 13 MFCC co-

efficients), even adding deltas, was lower than with spectral

features. MFCCs over narrow windows gave very poor re-

sults, which we did not investigate further in this study. Us-

ing deltas the features are derived from a timespan which ex-

ceeds the phoneme boundaries (and do not align meaningfully

with TIMIT time marks), hence MFCC features are not lim-

ited to information from the consonant in question (e.g. having

sight of formants in adjacent vowels). Since this contradicts the

CSHMM assumptions we did not pursue use of these features.

Table 3 shows classification accuracy with different band-

ing schemes. The best results, similar for all three perceptually-

motivated banding schemes, are from 5ms windows with over-

lap. We found zero padding before FFT to make no significant

difference. We speculate that slightly reduced accuracy with

the ‘LiAllen’ features is due to one fewer dimension or slight

differences in the division into bands (which could perhaps be

optimised), and with the Greenwood features, due to reduced

ability to robustly estimate the greater number of parameters.

Since the only cue to specify frequencies above 4 kHz is for

/d/, and Li et al.’s figures [2, Fig. 3] show this cue extends below

4 kHz, we tried discarding bands above 4 kHz. Reduced accu-

racy suggests useful information for classification is present in

higher frequencies. Dividing into uniform 500 Hz bands also



Features %Corr %Sub %Del %Ins %Err

LiAllen 5/4/512 56.9 25.4 17.8 2.1 45.3

Greenwood 5/4/512 55.1 31.6 13.4 4.5 49.5

9 Band 2/0/0 55.1 24.8 20.1 2.0 46.9

9 Band 2/0/512 54.7 23.3 22.0 1.1 46.5

9 Band 5/0/512 58.2 23.5 18.3 2.6 44.4

MFCC 2/0/0 (1s) 56.5 28.8 14.7 2.5 46.0

MFCC 2/0/0 (LN) 57.0 27.9 15.1 2.4 45.4

9 Band 2/0/0/LM 73.1 19.5 8.2 3.2 30.8

MFCC 2/0/0/LM (1s) 66.1 26.2 7.9 4.9 38.8

Table 4: Decoding with CSHMM, and single state single Gaus-

sian (1s) DSHMM. ‘LM’ indicates a bigram language model.

reduced accuracy: reduced resolution in lower frequencies was

not compensated by the increased feature dimension. Accu-

racy with 200 Hz bands (increased resolution) was much worse,

again due to problems robustly estimating the parameters.

Table 4 shows recognition results for consonant sequences,

using the CSHMM with spectral features, and DSHMM (HTK)

with MFCCs calculated over the same window (26 filterbanks,

13 MFCCs). We used the TIMIT phone boundaries to extract

29959 training and 10694 test segments from the 3640 TIMIT

‘TRAIN’ and 1336 ‘TEST’ ‘non-SA’ utterances, for sequences

of one or more consecutive phonemes from our 13 classes. The

‘1s’ DSHMM used a single-state, single Gaussian — a simi-

lar number of parameters to the CSHMM. For ‘LN’ the trained

state was duplicated to create a chain HMM whose transition

probabilities simulate a Lognormal duration distribution with

the same parameters as the CSHMMmodel.

All results except the final two rows are reported with

optimised ‘language model scale factor’ and ‘word insertion

penalty’, with a similar optimisation for the CSHMM, a flat

language model, and used the TIMIT boundaries with no forced

alignment. The CSHMM results are similar (but no significance

test has been applied), except for the Greenwood features, but

the increased insertions suggests this may be improved. Disap-

pointingly, the error for the CSHMM is slightly higher than for

the DSHMM (reduced substitutions, increased insertions).

The final two rows show a larger improvement for the

CSHMM with a bigram language model. There is room for

caution here since the models are not fully equivalent, however,

the CSHMM with perceptually-motivated features performs at

least as well as the DSHMM trained on comparable MFCCs.

5. Discussion

Our experiments show that the best features for classification

are those derived from experiments of human perception of

speech (‘perceptually-motivated’). This link between human

and machine perception is interesting and raises questions such

as, why should human and machine ‘perception’ of the speech

signal behave in a similar way? Has speech developed such that

its discriminatory features are adapted to human perception, and

thus are inherently the information-bearing features for machine

recognition? How can this knowledge improve ASR?

Figure 2 shows two examples of correlation matrices for /g/

and /sh/ for the Greenwood frequency bands. Spectral features

are labelled 0 to 13 from low to high frequency, the right-hand

column, bottom row is log duration. In colour, red signifies pos-

itive correlation, blue negative. Such matrices illustrate several

interesting characteristics of the consonantal features. All spec-

tral features are positively correlated, indicating that variations
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Figure 2: Correlation matrices (spectral and duration features)

for /g/ (left panel) and /sh/ (right panel).

in loudness affect all frequencies. This is seen for all phonemes.

Durations of /g/, /b/, /d/ and closures are negatively correlated

with spectral energies, while /t/ duration and energy are posi-

tively correlated. In /p/ and /k/ only some spectral bands are

negatively correlated with duration. These results concur with

Khasanova et al. [8] who report similar strong correlations be-

tween burst duration and loudness, except for /p/ and /k/.

‘Blocking’ in Figure 2 is suggestive but inconclusive,

roughly corresponding with the perceptual cues (Table 1). A

distinct block in /sh/ in bands 10-13 suggests that energy in

these bands varies together, independently of other bands, cor-

responding to the frequency cue for /sh/. However, there are

also blocks in bands 1-6 and 7-10. In /g/ a large block around

bands 4-8 (500-1649 Hz) is rather below and wider than the

cue, but perhaps includes energy for the F2 transition into the

following vowel, also known to be important [2, Fig. 4].

Many other cues within and between speech sounds are im-

portant for perception and could be exploited for recognition.

These include aspiration (e.g. [1]), duration of voicelessness

in fricatives [22] and gaps between consonant and vowel onset

[2, 3]. Correlations between sounds include duration of vowel

preceding a consonant [6] and durations and amplitudes of clo-

sures and corresponding bursts. Formant transitions into fol-

lowing vowels have been shown to be critical for perception of

stops [4, 5, 7, 23]. Syntactic phenomena such as a consonant’s

position in a word can also affect its acoustic features [8].

Within the CSHMM framework, correlations between

phonemes may be naturally accommodated during recognition

by modifying the next phoneme’s targets based on features of

the currently hypothesised phoneme. At present we assume

one dwell phase per phoneme; multiple states could account

for spectral changes within a phoneme. Finally, we propose to

combine the CSHMM described here with the dwell-transition

model for voiced sounds. Multiple hypotheses under both mod-

els would be probabilistically combined, the highest scoring hy-

pothesis best explaining the observations including division into

segments best explained by formant-like or spectral-like fea-

tures. The parameters of the unvoiced model at the end of an

unvoiced segment would influence the priors for the next seg-

ment, and vice versa. In particular, this allows the key effect of

formant transitions to be modelled and to inform the decode.

6. Conclusion

Our aim is speech recognition based on faithful, parsimonious

models of speech. We showed that linguistically meaningful

features are suitable for a dwell-only continuous-state HMM to

recognise unvoiced segments of speech. This model is appropri-

ate for integration with the dwell-transition CSHMM for sono-

rant speech [10] and provides a natural framework for includ-

ing other features of known perceptual importance, particularly

when the two models are combined.
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